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The International Consortium for Coaching in Organizations
Organizational Charter
The International Consortium for Coaching in Organizations (ICCO) is established to address the critical needs of professionals and those organizations throughout the world that utilize coaching, in an effort to improve the quality of leadership,
quality of products and services being offered, and the overall desired results of organizations. This document identifies the
nature, purpose, scope, stakeholders and structure of this consortium, defines the distinctive characteristics of the consortium,
and states the fundamental policies of the consortium with regard to governance, administration and membership.

ness coaching, performance coaching, leadership coach-

Nature, Purpose, Scope, Stakeholders
And Structure of the Consortium

ing, and alignment coaching, among many other strategies. What these diverse coaching applications hold in

Nature

common is a conviction that men and women in man-

ICCO is concerned with the human service endeavor

agement and leadership positions can benefit signifi-

known as coaching in an organizational context, with ex-

cantly - and, consequently, so will their organization -

ecutive coaching as its core application . ICCO members

from the thoughtful, neutral and compassionate assis-

gather together to promote, critically examine, and fur-

tance of an effective and experienced coach, who may

ther the field of coaching in organizations. ICCO does

either stand outside the formal authority structure of the

not focus on the closely related human service endeav-

organization, or be a part of the internal professional

ors called counseling, psychotherapy and consulting—

development system of their organization.

except to the extent that these professional endeavors
overlap with or complement coaching in organizations.

Scope
As implied in the name, ICCO is international in scope.

Purpose

This organization intends to serve constituencies located

ICCO is dedicated specifically to the application of coach-

throughout the world. Given this fundamental inten-

ing in organizational settings. While ICCO is grounded in

tion, ICCO shall be mindful of the differing languages,

the practices of executive coaching, it also embraces other

values and customs of these constituencies, as well as

forms of coaching that occur in organizational settings.

taking into account the logistics of time, space and fi-

While the members of ICCO recognize the value to be

nance that often impair equitable participation of vari-

found in the use of personal and life coaching, this is an

ous constituencies in international consortia of this type.

association that focuses specifically on coaching in or-

Diversity is both respected and promoted in ICCO.

ganizations.
Stakeholders
The field of organizational coaching encompasses di-

In seeking to examine, promote, and advance the field of

verse coaching applications: executive coaching, busi-

coaching, the International Consortium for Coaching in
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Organizations is intended as a forum for all people in-

ance with specific training doctrines, the con-

volved in coaching in organizations—the organizational

sortium acknowledges the diversity of coach-

users of coaching as well as the providers, those who

ing settings and the diversity in approaches

train and educate coaches, including those who engage

which create results around the world.

every day in the delivery of coaching services, the men
and women who conduct research and provide schol-

2.

Non-Political and Non-Ideological. The mem-

arly review of the field as well as those who devote their

bers of ICCO believe that there is no one right

talents to the practice of coaching and to ongoing critical

way to do organizational coaching. Conversely,

reflection on their own practices.

while the proposed consortium is “non-political,” it is also clear that ICCO must attend in a

Structure

serious and sustained manner to the issue of

The structure of ICCO is conveyed in the title. This orga-

ethics, measurement and accountability. ICCO is not

nization is a consortium. A consortium is a loosely-

organized to support each and every mode of

coupled, yet committed, group that may include indi-

coaching in organizations, but is rather an or-

vidual members, organizations, associations, and pro-

ganization that supports, researches and as-

fessional firms. The consortium shall include coaches,

sesses the impact and relative advantages of

coaching firms and client companies, as well as sup-

different coaching strategies, using a variety of

porting organizations, like academic and other coach

quantitative and qualitative measures of results,

training programs and associations that provide con-

as defined by the constituents.

tinued professional education or promotional help.
Membership will include both direct providers and us-

In sum, the consortium is apolitical, but not

ers of organizational coaching services, including those

uncritical. ICCO allows for—and actively en-

that support the growth of the field as a profession

courages—multiple perspectives on coaching,

through research partnerships, donations and indirect

rather than pushing for the one right way or a

involvement. This consortium will not be dominated by

single de facto standard. Yet, ICCO also seeks to

advocates for specific modes of organizational coach-

discriminate between fads and solidly estab-

ing, but shall instead include and welcome a diversity

lished coaching practices. ICCO recognizes and

of perspectives and practices. The Consortium will serve

accepts that there might be an enduring tension

to identify and evaluate the efficacy of methods, ap-

between the need for an acceptance of multiple

proaches and results used by coaches in organizations.

strategies and the need for critical review of all
strategies. Members of ICCO believe that this

Distinguishing Characteristics

tension is healthy and effective for an organiza-

ICCO embraces five distinguishing characteristics.

tion of this type.

1.

Results-Focused. ICCO is committed to initiatives that maintain the quality and credibility

This second distinctive commitment allows

of coaching practices in organizational settings.

ICCO to provide professional evaluation, career

These initiatives will always be result-driven.

development and marketing services to coaches,

By focusing on results, rather than on compli-

assisting them to create results-based portfolios
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(by providing result categories, examples of ef-

ment to create results without being constrained

fective documentation, etc.). ICCO is research-

by the imposition of extraneous de facto stan-

ing the value of credentialing based on experi-

dards of coaching effectiveness.

ence, methods, results and approaches to coaching. The charter of ICCO empowers its members

5.

Bridge to the Broader Coaching Community.

to offer or receive a certificate, credentials or rec-

ICCO is distinguished by its efforts to encour-

ognition where appropriate.

age—and co-sponsor—venues in which there
is extended dialogue among different coaching

3.

Research/Scholarship Focus. Rather than just

modalities. Offering the gift of a true federation

focusing on use of existing coaching tools, the

around the world among coaching constituen-

members of ICCO will endeavor to build a base

cies brightens the future of organizational

in theory and research that is geared toward

coaching.

application of coaching strategies. The activities of ICCO would generate information and/

Governance and Administration

or guidelines that can be used by the reflective
and thoughtful practitioner of organizational

Governance

coaching to produce desired results. Members

An Executive Committee of 12 members will govern the

of the consortium are committed to the construc-

ICCO. Four members of the Executive Committee shall

tion of sound coaching foundations that encour-

be practitioners (offering at least 200 hours of coaching

age and embrace research, scholarship and ap-

in organizations services per year). Four of the other

plication. The question to be asked is not “which

members shall be members of organizations that make

method of coaching is best,” but rather “which

extensive use of coaching services (at least 1,000 hours

coaching strategies fit best with which kind of

of coaching in organizations services per year). Two of

problem, opportunity, challenge or desired re-

the final four positions on the ICCO Executive Commit-

sults?”

tee shall be members of institutions that train organizational coaches, while the other two positions will be

4.

Focus on Client Effectiveness. ICCO focuses on

filled by representatives of other coaching associations.

the needs and experiences of those individuals
and organizations that engage organizational

Each member of the committee shall serve a two year

coaches. ICCO is founded and governed by both

term (beginning on January 1) and may serve a maxi-

practitioners and users of organizational coach-

mum of two terms (four years) One half of the committee

ing, and includes client organizations as mem-

members shall be elected each year at the annual meet-

bers and directors. The spotlight on client effec-

ing of ICCO. Only active members of ICCO will be eli-

tiveness vs. coaching effectiveness, while seem-

gible to vote (in person at the annual meeting or by ab-

ingly subtle, is a distinguishing element of the

sentee ballot). Applications for membership on the Ex-

ICCO approach. While this paradigm shift re-

ecutive Committee must be received at least two months

quires study, it elevates and liberates coaching

(60 days) prior to the start of the annual meeting. [Note:

to innovate in an ever-changing global environ-

first year of ICCO will require one half of committee mem-
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berships to be one year terms and the other half two year

ICCO (a.k.a. “Executive Coaching Summit”).

terms.] Prospective committee members may be nominated by either an at large nomination, by securing sufficient member endorsements or by the nominating committee chosen each year by the executive director.

Membership
There are three ICCO membership categories:
(1) Individual Membership (for both providers and individual recipients of coaching

Administration

services)

The ICCO membership will select an Executive Director

Annual Individual Membership Fee:

of ICCO. This person shall be appointed for a two year

US$250

term and shall be compensated at a level commensurate

Student Individual Membership Fee:

with executives of comparable associations. Salary and

US$100

benefits are to be determined by and performance monitored by the Executive Committee on a yearly basis. In

(2) Institutional Membership (for organizations

conjunction with the Executive Committee, the Execu-

that utilize coaching services, organizations

tive Director will be charged with ten tasks:

that provide coaching and those that pro-

(1) ensuring that all requirements are met and

vide programs for the training of coaches)

maintained to assure the legal status of ICCO

Annual Institutional Membership Fee

as a nonprofit corporation,

(Annual Budget: >US$10 M): US$1000

(2) creating and monitoring the ICCO budget,

Annual Institutional Membership Fee

(3) collecting membership fees and maintain-

(Annual Budget: <US$10 M): US$600

ing list of ICCO members,
(4) marketing and promoting ICCO membership and ICCO initiatives,

(3) Sponsoring Membership (for individuals and
organizations that wish to provide addi-

(5) initiating and sustaining active communi-

tional support to ICCO and receive, in turn,

cation channels among ICCO members via

additional services from and increased vis-

both printed and digital media,

ibility through ICCO)

(6) coordinating and monitoring ICCO initiatives, planning activities and task forces,

Annual Individual Sponsoring Membership Fee: US$500

(7) seeking funding for ICCO activities from

Annual Institutional Sponsoring Mem-

outside funding agencies (foundations,

bership Fee (Annual Budget: >US$10

government agencies, and so forth; includ-

M): US$2,000

ing the writing or supervision of grant writ-

Annual Institutional Sponsoring Mem

ing),

bership Fee (Annual Budget: <US$10

(8) managing the Executive Committee mem-

M): US$1,000

bership application and election process,
(9) managing the ongoing review and modification of the ICCO charter, and

Following is a more detailed list of benefits to be gained
from each type of ICCO membership.

(10) coordinating the annual meeting of the
7
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Individual Membership (for both providers and individual
Sponsoring Membership (for individuals and organiza-

recipients of coaching services)

tions that wish to provide additional support to ICCO
1.
2.

Reduced fees for attendance at annual ICCO meet-

and receive, in turn, additional services from and in-

ing.

creased visibility through ICCO)

Reduced subscription rates for the International
1. Recognition of ICCO sponsorship on all major pub-

Journal of Coaching in Organizations.

lications and announcements of ICCO.

3.

Receive monthly e-news about task force work.

4.

Attend monthly teleconference calls on member rel-

2. Complimentary attendance at annual ICCO meeting.

evant issues.

3. Complimentary subscription to the International Jour-

5.

Attend monthly teleconference showcasing current

nal of Coaching in Organizations.

organizational coaching, business and client trends.

4. Receive monthly e-news about task force work.

6.

Receive priority in attending ICCO events.

5. Attend monthly teleconference calls on membership

7.

Be first to view RFPs and client opportunities that

6. Attend monthly teleconference showcasing current

arise.
8.

related issues for organizations.

Single webpage outlining professional credentials

organizational coaching, business and client trends.
7. Receive highest priority in sponsoring and attending

and bio.

ICCO events.
Institutional Membership (for organizations that utilize

8. Receive highest priority in establishment of partner

coaching services within their organization, provide

ship with ICCO in seeking outside funding for joint

coaching, or provide programs for the training of

projects.
9. Receive support and consultation from ICCO in fram-

coaches)

ing RFPs and contracting with coaches.
1. Reduced fees for attendance by teams from organiza-

10.One webpage with personal or organizational logo
and personal or organizational snapshot, as well as

tion at annual ICCO meeting.
2. Reduced multiple-subscription rates for the Inter-

identification of individual or organization as ICCO
sponsor.

national Journal of Coaching in Organizations.
3. Receive monthly e-news about task force work.
4. Attend monthly teleconference calls on member
ship related issues for organizations.

Additional membership categories may be strategically
developed to satisfy increasing differentiation required

5. Attend monthly teleconference showcasing current
organizational coaching, business and client trends.
6. Receive priority in sponsoring and attending ICCO
events.
7. Receive support and consultation from ICCO in framing RFPs and contracting with coaches.
8. One webpage with company logo and company snapshot.
8
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been outlined in the working paper. Expe-

Appendices to the ICCO Charter: Task
Force Summaries

rience with particular roles including persons being coached who fall into four different categories that can be used to stratify

Appendix A: Credentialing Task Force

experience among coaches.
o

Results: Relationships with clients can sup-

Background

port the development of a result-based ap-

Credentialing is a concern being expressed by a number

proach to coaching. Through dialogue with

of stakeholders in coaching. ICCO provides the oppor-

clients and client companies, identify re-

tunity to research, debate and recommend how execu-

sults-based criteria that will guide coach

tive coaches are credentialed, if at all, and the methods

credentialing and selection.

considered in that credentialing process. Credentialing

o

Complexity: Using the amount of time in

is an important trend as the market is searching for ways

session, frequency of session, number of

to efficiently select coaches. In this task force, we will

people involved and length of engagement,

discuss and identify recommendations continuously for

categorize a coach’s portfolio in terms of

review as alternatives to credentialing. Credentialing

time perspective, a valuable determinant of

methods may be adopted by the ICCO to support the

complexity. Identify the level of complexity

mission and purpose of the organization.

at which the coach has worked according
to guidelines outlined in the working pa-

Issues
·

·
·

per.
What model is most efficient in providing op-

o

Methods: As a credentialing and research

portunities to match coaches and clients in ef-

body, work with coaching to identify meth-

fective ways?

odologies which can be distinctively cat-

Is a results-based approach for credentialing

egorized to provide prospective clients with

possible?

the opportunity to contrast methodologies

What are the basic concerns around

and their ability to satisfy requirements.

credentialing from a client perspective?

o

Ethics: Identify those issues specific to the

·

What is the state of the industry in credentialing?

ICCO code of ethics and evaluate the his-

·

Is there an opportunity to move the dialogue in

tory and character of the coach according

coaching to a much wider level than is pres-

to their experience, judgment and success

ently limiting the industry?

across interventions.

Initial Recommendations
·

If you want further information or to discuss participat-

Adopt a credentialing process based on five cri-

ing on this task force, contact Mike R. Jay though Jackie

teria that can be assessed, reviewed and vali-

Martin by phone at 905-337-9510 or via email at

dated:

Jackie@jjmandassociates.com.

o

Experience: Research can provide us with
the likely categories of experience, as has
9
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Coaches (IAC), and the standards established by

Appendix B: Ethics Task Force

COACH U, International Association of Contemporary
Lifestyle Coaches (IACLC) of Australia, and Therapist

Background

Coach. Our key question was “With what kind of pro-

ICCO and this task force recognize the value of an ethi-

fessions do we align our ethical code?” In other words,

cal framework to support the relationship with its mem-

do we align with professions whose clients are emo-

bers and also to support its members in their client rela-

tionally healthy and well-functioning or with profes-

tionships.

sions whose clients are seeking emotional or psychological healing in a therapeutic context?

Issues
·
·

·

To research, refine and recommend a code of

Initial Recommendations

ethics for the organization.

Our task force recommends that:

To also research and refine tools and practices,

·

The coaching profession (specifically as cur-

both for the governance of the organization, and

rently represented by ICF, IAC and WABC) look

for the relationship between the executive coach

at where they align with existing professions

and client.

and, based on the determination, adjust their

To recommend tools, (such as a decision model)

ethics codes as indicated.

which the coach and client can use in address-

·

ing ethical issues the client may be confronting.

The coaching profession align with the human
resources (SHRM) and training (ASTD) professions whose stakeholders are emotionally

Process

healthy individuals.

The task force reviewed a doctoral dissertation submit-

·

ICCO not adopt a totally separate code. Rather,

ted by Vicki Brock, MCC, one of the panel members, en-

ICCO should work with other coaching organi-

titled “With Whom Will the Coaching Profession Align

zations to align and refine the existing codes

its Ethical Code?” In her dissertation, the author as-

which can become universal for the coaching

sessed the legal regulations and ethical codes in effect

profession.

for the coaching professions, determined their appropriateness and alignment with the basic foundation and

Future potential task force contributions include: (1)

beliefs of the profession, and made recommendation for

Resource list – readings, web sites, subject matter ex-

revisions if pertinent.

perts, (2) Decision tree model(s), (3) Survey membership
to determine other needs, (4) Continued scanning and

The paper compared and contrasted ethics and stan-

reporting of issues and trends with annual report to

dards from the American Psychological Association

ECS/emerging organization

(APA), Society of Human Resource Management
(SHRM), and American Society of Training and Devel-

If you want further information or to discuss participat-

opment (ASTD) with those of the Worldwide Associa-

ing on this task force, contact Wanda Lee by phone at

tion of Business Coaches (WABC), International Coach

760-567-4176 or via email at wandalee@earthlink.net.

Federation (ICF) and International Association of
10
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How much and how successfully do they use

Appendix C: Member Value Proposition
Task Force

coaching?
What are their main needs and concerns?
What are their criteria in engaging executive

Background

coaches (internal and external)?

ICCO intends to involve all the stakeholders of organizational coaching in helping shape its direction and the

Is the certification of an executive coach meaningful for clients and if so, what would

future of the practice of Coaching in Organizations:
1.

2.
3.

Client organizations (corporations, closely held

make a certification in organizational

businesses, non-profits, governmental and

coaching most relevant to them?

quasi-governmental organizations, etc.)

Next, focus equally on the needs of ICCO’s other stake-

Coach educators (academic institutions, private

holder/member groups, defining how ICCO can best

coach training programs, etc.)

serve them.

Coaching providers (consulting firms, brokers,
Initial Recommendations

etc.)

Define the target organizations that we would ulti-

4.

Researchers

5.

Coaches (executive, corporate, organizational,

mately like to see involved in the ICCO. Based

etc.)

on the currently running mini-survey, design

Coaching associations (ICF, PCMA, WABC, etc.)

and conduct survey of target organizations

6.

about their needs and perspectives about exUnlike other organizations which involve clients/us-

ecutive coaching.

ers of coaching peripherally in their activities, ICCO in-

Design a membership structure that emphasizes:

vites client organizations to be equally active members

(1) high standards and criteria for joining (2)

of the Consortium as are coaches and coach-educators

consistent ratios between the different stake-

and researchers. This distinctive point will guide the

holder groups

Task Force’s first priorities: The Member Value Proposition Team will first analyze the client market’s needs

Opportunity to Participate

and then submit Charter recommendations that will

The immediate need is for dialogue with the clients.As a

maximize the role and the contributions of, in particu-

member of our Task Force, you have the opportunity to:
Offer your most distinguished clients and prospects

lar, client organizations.

an involvement in this organization,
Issues

a meaningful, educational and powerful role for

Regarding client organizations, determine:

many HR/OD professionals and a role of dis-

What would attract client companies to engage
with the executive coaching community, to
ensure the longevity and continuous improvement of the practice of executive coach-

tinction for many leaders.
Make recommendation for the Charter of our new
organization, based on our findings.
If you want further information or to discuss participating on this task force, contact Agnes Mura by phone at

ing?

310-450-5035 or via email at Agnes@AgnesMura.com.
11
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Appendix D: Research on Organizational
Coaching Task Force

lowing steps be taken by ICCO:
Form a ICCO Research Council.
Co-sponsor Issue #1/2005 of the International Journal on Coaching in Organizations (IJCO). [This

Background
ICCO will be involved in ongoing, interdisciplinary research on the processes and outcomes of coaching in
organizations. This work will enable ICCO to help shape
the future of the organizational coaching industry.

issue will focus on research regarding the processes and outcomes of organizational coaching.]
Host research-oriented seminars in conjunction with
the International Coaching Federation (ICF) and
the Worldwide Association of Business Coach-

Issues
The ongoing ICCO task force on research will seek to
achieve the following outcomes:
Identify key research issues in organizational coaching
Identify primary criteria for assessing success of
organizational coaching
Identify the strengths and most appropriate use of
specific organizational coaching strategies.

ing.
Seeking fund for outcomes study and using IJCO
Issue #1 (2005) and ICF/WABC seminars as
exhibits and evidence of potential activities and
impact of the newly-formed ICCO Research
Council.
Preparing a book on research regarding organizational coaching, based in part on proceedings
from ICF/WABC seminars and IJCO issue. [This
book could potentially be co-sponsored with

Initial Recommendations
In order to achieve these outcomes, the task force members recommend that ICCO address the following initial
questions (in most cases through the auspices of the
proposed ICCO Research Council):
What are the key research issues now confronting
practitioners in the field of organizational
coaching?
What should be the primary criteria for assessing
the success of organizational coaching?
In a preliminary manner, can we identify the
strengths and most appropriate uses of specific
organizational coaching strategies?
Which research strategies are most appropriate for
studying the processes and outcomes of coaching in organizations?
The Research Task Force further suggests that the fol12

IJCO.]
Preparing a quarterly ICCO newsletter on research,
and promote and perhaps sponsor collaborative research efforts that are modeled after the
Society for Exploration of Psychotherapeutic
Integration (SEPI). [This work would be done
under the auspices of the new ICCO Research
Council.]
If you want further information or to discuss participating on this task force, contact Bill Bergquist by
phone at 207-833-5124 or via email at
WBergQ@aol.com.
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